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Abstract
In this paper we propose a novel general
framework for unsupervised model adaptation. Our method is based on entropy which
has been used previously as a regularizer in
semi-supervised learning. This technique includes another term which measures the stability of posteriors w.r.t model parameters, in
addition to conditional entropy. The idea is to
use parameters which result in both low conditional entropy and also stable decision rules.
As an application, we demonstrate how this
framework can be used for adjusting language
model interpolation weight for speech recognition task to adapt from Broadcast news data
to MIT lecture data. We show how the new
technique can obtain comparable performance
to completely supervised estimation of interpolation parameters.

1

Introduction

All statistical and machine learning techniques for
classification, in principle, work under the assumption that
1. A reasonable amount of training data is available.
2. Training data and test data are drawn from the
same underlying distribution.
In fact, the success of statistical models is crucially dependent on training data. Unfortunately,
the latter assumption is not fulfilled in many applications. Therefore, model adaptation is necessary
when training data is not matched (not drawn from

same distribution) with test data. It is often the case
where we have plenty of labeled data for one specific
domain/genre (source domain) and little amount of
labeled data (or no labeled data at all) for the desired domain/genre (target domain). Model adaptation techniques are commonly used to address this
problem. Model adaptation starts with trained models (trained on source domain with rich amount of labeled data) and then modify them using the available
labeled data from target domain (or instead unlabeled data). A survey on different methods of model
adaptation can be found in (Jiang, 2008).
Information regularization framework has been
previously proposed in literature to control the label conditional probabilities via input distribution
(Szummer and Jaakkola, 2003). The idea is that labels should not change too much in dense regions
of the input distribution. The authors use the mutual information between input features and labels as
a measure of label complexity. Another framework
previously suggested is to use label entropy (conditional entropy) on unlabeled data as a regularizer to
Maximum Likelihood (ML) training on labeled data
(Grandvalet and Bengio, 2004).
Availability of resources for the target domain categorizes these techniques into either supervised or
unsupervised. In this paper we propose a general
framework for unsupervised adaptation using Shannon entropy and stability of entropy. The assumption is that in-domain and out-of-domain distributions are not too different such that one can improve
the performance of initial models on in-domain data
by little adjustment of initial decision boundaries
(learned on out-of-domain data).

2

Conditional Entropy based Adaptation

In this section, conditional entropy and its relation
to classifier performance are first described. Next,
we introduce our proposed objective function for domain adaptation.
2.1

Corollary 1
Pe (θ) = P {Ŷ 6= Y |θ} ≥

Hθ (Y|X) − 1
log(|Y| − 1)
(2)

Conditional Entropy

Considering the classification problem where X and
Y are the input features and the corresponding class
labels respectively, the conditional entropy is a measure of the class overlap and is calculated as follows
H(Y|X) = EX [H(Y|X = x)] =
!
Z
X
− p(x)
p(y|x) log p(y|x) dx

Through Fano’s Inequality theorem, one can see
how conditional entropy is related to classification
performance.
Theorem 1 (Fano’s
Inequality)
Suppose
Pe = P {Ŷ 6= Y} where Ŷ = g(X) are the
assigned labels for the data points, based on the
classification rule. Then

Pe ≥

where Pe (θ) is the classifier probability of error
given model parameters, θ and
Hθ (Y|X) =
!
Z
X
− p(x)
pθ (y|x) log pθ (y|x) dx
y

(1)

y

H(Y|X) − 1
log(|Y| − 1)

where Y is the number of possible classes and
H(Y |X) is the conditional entropy with respect to
true distibution.
The proof to this theorem can be found in (Cover and
Thomas, 2006). This inequality indicates that Y can
be estimated with low probability of error only if the
conditional entropy H(Y|X) is small.
Although the above theorem is useful in a sense
that it connects the classification problem to Shannon entropy, the true distributions are almost never
known to us1 . In most classification methods, a specific model structure for the distributions is assumed
and the task is to estimate the model parameters
within the assumed model space. Given the model
1

structure and parameters, one can modify Fano’s Inequality as follows,

In fact, Theorem 1 shows how relevant the input features
are for the classification task by putting a lower bound on the
best possible classifier performance. As the overlap between
features from different classes increases, conditional entropy increases as well, thus lowering the performance of the best possible classifier.

Here, Hθ (Y|X) is the conditional entropy imposed
by model parameters.
Eqn. 2 indicates the fact that models with low
conditional entropy are preferable. However, a low
entropy model does not necessarily have good performance (this will be reviewed later on) 2
2.2

Objective Function

Minimization of conditional entropy as a framework
in the classification task is not a new concept and
has been tried by researchers. In fact, (Grandvalet
and Bengio, 2004) use this along with the maximum likelihood criterion in a semi-supervised set
up such that parameters with both maximum likelihood on labeled data and minimum conditional entropy on unlabeled data are chosen. By minimizing the entropy, the method assumes a prior which
prefers minimal class overlap. Entropy minimization is used in (Li et al., 2004) as an unsupervised
non-parametric clustering method and is shown to
result in significant improvement over k-mean, hierarchical clustering and etc.
These methods are all based on the fact that models with low conditional entropy have their decision
boundaries passing through low-density regions of
the input distribution, P (X). This is consistent with
the assumption that classes are well separated so that
one can expect to take advantage of unlabeled examples (Grandvalet and Bengio, 2004).
In many cases shifting from one domain to another domain, initial trained decision boundaries (on
2

Imagine a model which classifies any input as class 1.
Clearly for this model Hθ (Y|X) = 0.

out-of-domain data) result in high conditional entropy for the new domain, due to mismatch between distributions. Therefore, there is a need to
adjust model parameters such that decision boundaries goes through low-density regions of the distribution. This motivates the idea of using minimum
conditional entropy criterion for adapting to a new
domain. At the same time, two domains are often
close enough that one would expect that the optimal
parameters for the new domain should not deviate
too much from initial parameters. In order to formulate the technique mentioned in the above paragraph,
let us define Θinit to be the initial model parameters estimated on out-of-domain data (using labeled
data). Assuming the availability of enough amount
of unlabeled data for in-domain task, we try to minimize the following objective function w.r.t the parameters,
θnew = argmin Hθ (Y|X) + λ ||θ − θinit ||p
θ

(3)
where ||θ − θinit ||p is an Lp regularizer and tries to
prevent parameters from deviating too much from
their initial values3 .
Once again the idea here is to adjust the parameters (using unlabeled data) such that low-density
separation between the classes is achieved. In the
following section we will discuss the drawback of
this objective function for adaptation in realistic scenarios.

3

convex in this situation and to achieve minimization
w.r.t parameters (other than the trivial solutions).
Let us clarify this through an example. Consider
X to be generated by mixture of two 2-D Gaussians (each with a particular mean and covariance
matrix) where each Gaussian corresponds to a particular class ( binary class situation) . Also in order
to have linear decision boundaries, let the Gaussians
have same covariance matrix and let the parameter
being estimated be the prior for class 1, P (Y = 1).
Fig. 1 shows two different situations with overlapping classes and non-overlapping classes. The
left panel shows a distribution in which classes are
well separated whereas the right panel corresponds
to the situation where there is considerable overlap
between classes. Clearly, in the later case there is
no low-density region separating the classes. Therefore, as we change the parameter (here, the prior on
the class Y = 1), there will not be any well defined
point with minimum entropy. This can be seen from
Fig. 2 where model conditional entropy is plotted
vs. class prior parameter for both cases. In the case
of no-overlap between classes, entropy is a convex
function w.r.t the parameter (excluding trivial solutions which happens at P (Y = 1) = 0, 1) and is
minimum at P (Y = 1) = 0.7 which is the true prior
with which the data was generated.
We summarize issues with minimum entropy criterion and our proposed solutions as follows:
• Trivial solution: this happens when we put decision boundaries such that both classes are
considered as one class (this can be avoided using the regularizer in Eqn. 3 and the assumption that initial models have a reasonable solution, e.g. close to the optimal solution for new
domain )

Issues with Minimum Entropy Criterion

It is discussed in Section 2.2 that the model parameters are adapted such that a minimum conditional
entropy is achieved. It was also discussed how this is
related to finding decision boundaries through lowdensity regions of input distribution. However, the
obvious assumption here is that the classes are well
separated and there in fact exists low-density regions
between classes which can be treated as boundaries.
Although this is a suitable/ideal assumption for classification, in most practical problems this assumption is not satisfied and often classes overlap. Therefore, we can not expect the conditional entropy to be
3

The other reason for using a regularizer is to prevent trivial
solutions of minimum entropy criterion

• Overlapped Classes: As it was discussed in
this section, if the overlap is considerable then
the entropy will not be convex w.r.t to model
parameters. We will address this issue in
the next section by introducing the entropystability concept.

4

Entropy-Stability

It was discussed in the previous section that a minimum entropy criterion can not be used (by itself) in
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Figure 1: Mixture of two Gaussians and the corresponding Bayes decision boundary: (left) with no class overlap
(right) with class overlap
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Recall: since θ is a vector of parameters, ∂Hθ∂θ
will be a vector and by using Lp norm Entropystability will be a scalar.
The introduced concept basically measures the
stability of label entropies w.r.t the model parameters. The idea is that we prefer models which not
only have low-conditional entropy but also have stable decision rules imposed by the model. Next, we
show through the following theorem how EntropyStability measures the stability over posterior probabilities (decision rules) of the model.

Theorem 2

P(Y=1)	
  

Figure 2: Condtional entropy vs. prior parameter, P (Y =
1)

situations where there is a considerable amount of
overlap among classes. Assuming that class boundaries happen in the regions close to the tail of class
distributions, we introduce the concept of EntropyStability and show how it can be used to detect
boundary regions. Define Entropy-Stability to be the
reciprocal of the following
∂Hθ (Y|X)
=
∂θ
p
P

Z
∂
p
(y|x)
log
p
(y|x)
θ
y θ
dx
p(x)
∂θ

∂Hθ (Y|X)
=
∂θ
p
!
Z
X ∂pθ (y|x)
log pθ (y|x) dx
p(x)
∂θ
y

p

where the term inside the parenthesis is the weighted
sum (by log-likelihood) over the gradient of posterior probabilities of labels for a given sample x
Proof The proof is straight
forward and uses the fact
P
P ∂pθ (y|x)
∂( pθ (y|x))
that
=
=0.
∂θ
∂θ
Using Theorem 2 and Eqn. 4, it should be clear
how Entropy-Stability measures the expected stability over the posterior probabilities of the model.
(Y|X)
A high value of ∂Hθ∂θ
implies models with
p

p

(4)

less stable decision rules. In order to explain how
this is used for detecting boundaries (overlapped

regions) we once again refer back to our mixture to particular instants of time, and arcs (edges conof Gaussians’ example. As the decision boundary necting nodes) represent possible word hypotheses.
moves from class specific regions to overlapped re- Associated with each arc is an acoustic likelihood
gions (by changing the parameter which is here class and language model likelihood scores. Fig. 3 shows
prior probability) we expect the entropy to continu- an example of recognition lattice 4 (for the purpose
Mangu et al.: Finding
Consensus scores
in Speechare
Recognition
ously decrease (due to the assumption that the over- ofL.demonstration
likelihood
not shown).
laps occur at the tail of class distributions). How(a) Input lattice (“SIL” marks pauses)
ever, as we get close to the overlapping regions the
HAVE
VERY
OFTEN
I
added data points from other class(es) will resist
MOVE
VERY
I
OFTEN
changes in the entropy. resulting in stability over the
I
HAVE
VEAL
entropy until we enter the regions specific to other
FINE
SIL
SIL
HAVE
class(es).
SIL
FINE
IT
VERY
SIL
In the following subsection we use this idea to
FAST
VERY
propose a new objective function which can be used
SIL
VERY
MOVE
as an unsupervised adaptation method even for the
SIL
HAVE
IT
case of input distribution with overlapping classes.
4.1

Better Objective Function

6

(b) Multiple alignment (“-” marks deletions)

I Figure
HAVE 3: Lattice
IT
VEAL
FINE
Example
The idea here is to use the Entropy-Stability concept to accept only regions which are close to the
MOVE
OFTEN
VERY
Since lattices
contain -all the likely hypotheses
overlapped parts of the distribution (based on our
FAST
assumption, these are valid regions for decision (unlikely hypotheses are pruned during recognition
boundaries) and then using the minimum entropy and will not be included in the lattice), conditional
entropy
for any
given
input speech
signal,
x, can
be as
Figure 1: Sample
recognition
lattice
and corresponding
multiple
alignment
represented
criterion we find optimum solutions for our parameconfusion network.
approximated
by
the
conditional
entropy
of
the
latters inside these regions. Therefore, we modify Eqn.
3 such that it also includes the Entropy-Stability tice. That is,
alignment (which givesHrise
to the =
standard
edit distance
WE(W, R)) with
term
xi ) =string
Hθ (Y|L
i)
θ (Y|X
a modified, multiple string alignment. The new approach incorporates all lattice
Li is the corresponding decoded lattice (given
7
∂Hθ (Y|X)hypotheseswhere
into a single
alignment, and word error between any two hypotheses
θnew = argmin Hθ (Y|X) + γ
speechaccording
recognizer
parameters)
ofThe
utterance
i.
is then
computed
to that
one alignment.
multiple xalignment
thus
∂θ
0
θ
p
For
the
calculation
of
entropy
we
need
to the

defines a new string edit distance, which we will call MWE(W, R). While
knowmay
theindistribution
of X because
Hθerror
(Y|X)
= two
+ λ ||θ − θinit ||p
new alignment
some cases overestimate
the word
between
Eas
(Y|X
x)] and5 itsince
X [H
hypotheses,
we θwill
show =
in Section
givesthis
very distribution
similar results is
in not
practice.
(5)
known
to
us,
we
use
Law
of
Large
Numbers
to
The main benefit of the multiple alignment is that it allows us toapextract
proximate
by theexpected
empirical
average
the hypothesis
with theitsmallest
(modified)
word error very efficiently.
The parameter γ and λ can be tuned using small
N X
To see this, consider an example.X
Figure
1 shows a word lattice and the correamount of labeled data (Dev set).
1
sponding hypothesis
mapped
to ia) position
Hθ (Y|X)alignment.
≈ − Each word hypothesis
pθ (y|Li ) islog
pθ (y|L
(6)
N marked by “-”). The alignment also supports
5 Speech Recognition Task
in the alignment (with deletions
i=1 y∈Li
the computation
of word
posteriorthe
probabilities.
probability
Here N
indicates
numberThe
of posterior
unlabeled
utter- of a
In this section we will discuss how the proposed
word hypothesis
is
the
sum
of
the
posterior
probabilities
of
all
lattice
for which we calculate the empirical valuepaths
of of
framework can be used in a speech recognition which
task. the ances
word is a part.entropy.
Given an Similarly,
alignment andexpectation
posterior probabilities,
conditional
w.r.t in- it is
In the speech recognition task, Y is the sequence
easy to see that the hypothesis with the lowest expected word error is obtained
distribution in entropy-stability term is also apof words and X is the input speech signal. For
a put
by picking
the word with the highest posterior at each position in the alignment.
proximated by the empirical average of samples.
given speech signal, almost every word sequence
We is
call this the consensus hypothesis.
Since the number of paths (hypotheses) in the lata possible output and therefore there is a need for
tice
is very large, it would be computationally infeaa compact representation of output labels (words).
7
sible
to compute
conditional
entropy
by enumerIn practice
we apply
some pruningthe
of the
lattice to remove
low probability
word hypotheses
For this, word graphs (Lattices) are generated dur(see Sectionating
3.4). all possible paths in the lattice and calculating
ing the recognition process. In fact, each lattice is
4
The figure is adopted from (Mangu et al., 1999)
an acyclic directed graph whose nodes correspond

Element
hp1 , r1 i ⊗ hp2 , r2 i
hp1 , r1 i ⊕ hp2 , r2 i

0
1

hp, r i
hp1 p2 , p1 r2 + p2 r1 i
hp1 + p2 , r1 + r2 i
h0, 0i
h1, 0i

Table 1: First-Order (Expectation) semiring: Defining
multiplication and sum operations for first-order semirings.

their corresponding posterior probabilities. Instead
we use Finite-State Transducers (FST) to represent
the hypothesis space (lattice). To calculate entropy
and the gradient of entropy, the weights for the FST
are defined to be First- and Second-Order semirings
(Li and Eisner, 2009). The idea is to use semirings
and their corresponding operations along with the
forward-backward algorithm to calculate first- and
second-order statistics to compute entropy and the
gradient of entropy respectively. Assume we are interested in calculating the entropy of the lattice,
X p(d)
p(d)
log(
)
Z
Z
d∈Li
1 X
= log Z −
p(d) log p(d)
Z

H(p) = −

d∈Li

r̄
= log Z −
Z

(7)

where Z is the total probability of all the paths in
the lattice (normalization factor). In order to do so,
we need to compute hZ, r̄i on the lattice. It can
be proved that if we define the first-order semiring hpe , pe log pe i (pe is the non-normalized score of
each arc in the lattice) as our FST weights and define
semiring operations as in Table. 1, then applying the
forward algorithm will result in the calculation of
hZ, r̄ i as the weight (semiring weight) for the final
node.
The details for using Second-Order semirings for
calculating the gradient of entropy can be found
in (Li and Eisner, 2009). The same paper describes how to use the forward-backward algorithm
to speed-up the this procedure.

6

Language Model Adaptation

Language Model Adaptation is crucial when the
training data does not match the test data being decoded. This is a frequent scenario for all Automatic

Speech Recognition (ASR) systems. The application domain very often contains named entities and
N-gram sequences that are unique to the domain of
interest. For example, conversational speech has
a very different structure than class-room lectures.
Linear Interpolation based methods are most commonly used to adapt LMs to a new domain. As
explained in (Bacchiani et al., 2003), linear interpolation is a special case of Maximum A Posterior
(MAP) estimation, where an N-gram LM is built on
the adaptation data from the new domain and the two
LMs are combined using:
p(wi |h) = λpB (wi |h) + (1 − λ)pA (wi |h)
0≤λ≤1
where pB refers to out-of-domain (background)
models and pA is the adaptation (in-domain) models. Here λ is the interpolation weight.
Conventionally, λ is calculated by optimizing perplexity (P P L) or Word Error Rate (W ER) on some
held-out data from target domain. Instead using
our proposed framework, we estimate λ on enough
amount of unlabeled data from target domain. The
idea is that resources on the new domain have already been used to build domain specific models
and it does not make sense to again use in-domain
resources for estimating the interpolation weight.
Since we are trying to just estimate one parameter
and the performance of the interpolated model is
bound by in-domain/out-of-domain models, there is
no need to include a regularization term in Eqn. 5.
(Y|X)
(Y|X)
Also ∂Hθ∂θ
= | ∂Hλ∂λ
| because we only
p

have one parameter. Therefore, interpolation weight
will be chosen by the following criterion
λ̂ = argmin Hλ (Y|X) + γ|
0≤λ≤1

∂Hλ (Y|X)
|
∂λ

(8)

For the purpose of estimating one parameter λ, we
use γ = 1 in the above equation

7

Experimental Setup

The large vocabulary continuous speech recognition
(LVCSR) system used throughout this paper is based
on the 2007 IBM Speech transcription system for
GALE Distillation Go/No-go Evaluation (Chen et
al., 2006). The acoustic models used in this system

are state-of-the-art discriminatively trained models
and are the same ones used for all experiments presented in this paper.
For LM adaptation experiments, the out-ofdomain LM (pB , Broadcast News LM) training
text consists of 335M words from the following broadcast news (BN) data sources (Chen et
al., 2006): 1996 CSR Hub4 Language Model
data, EARS BN03 closed captions, GALE Phase
2 Distillation GNG Evaluation Supplemental Multilingual data, Hub4 acoustic model training transcripts, TDT4 closed captions, TDT4 newswire, and
GALE Broadcast Conversations and GALE Broadcast News. This language model is of order 4-gram
with Kneser-Ney smoothing and contains 4.6M ngrams based on a lexicon size of 84K.
The second source of data is the MIT lectures data
set (J. Glass, T. Hazen, S. Cyphers, I. Malioutov, D.
Huynh, and R. Barzilay, 2007) . This serves as the
target domain (in-domain) set for language model
adaptation experiments. This set is split into 8 hours
for in-domain LM building, another 8 hours served
as unlabeled data for interpolation weight estimation
using criterion in Eqn. 8 (we refer to this as unsupervised training data) and finally 2.5 hours Dev set for
estimating the interpolation weight w.r.t W ER (supervised tuning) . The lattice entropy and gradient
of entropy w.r.t λ are calculated on the unsupervised
training data set. The results are discussed in the
next section.
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Model Entropy
Model Entropy+Entropy-Stability
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Figure 4: Objective function with and without including
Entropy-Stability term vs. interpolation weight λ on 8
hours MIT lecture unlabeled data

scription of the 8 hour MIT lecture data and compare
it to estimated value using our framework. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Using λ = 0 and λ = 1
the W ERs are 24.7% and 21.1% respectively. Using the new proposed objective function, the optimal
λ is estimated to be 0.6 with W ER of 20.1% (Red
circle on the figure). Estimating λ w.r.t 8 hour training data transcription (supervised adaptation) will
result in λ = 0.7 (green circle) and W ER of 20.0%.
Instead λ = 0.8 will be chosen by tuning the interpolation weight on 2.5 hour Dev set with comparable W ER of 20.1%. Also it is clear from the figure
that the new objective function can be used to predict the W ER trend w.r.t the interpolation weight
parameter.

Results

In order to optimize the interpolation weight λ based
on criterion in Eqn. 8, we devide [0, 1] to 20 different points and evaluate the objective function (Eqn.
8) on those points. For this, we need to calculate
entropy and gradient of the entropy on the decoded
lattices of the ASR system on 8 hours of MIT lecture
set which is used as an unlabeled training data. Fig.
4 shows the value of the objective function against
different values of model parameters (interpolation
weight λ). As it can be seen from this figure just
considering the conditional entropy will result in a
non-convex objective function whereas adding the
entropy-stability term will make the objective function convex. For the purpose of the evaluation, we
show the results for estimating λ directly on the tran-

Model Entropy + Entropy Stability
WER

24.7%

21.1%
supervised tuning

20.0%

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

λ
Figure 5: Estimating λ based on W ER vs.
information-theoretic criterion

the

Therefore, it can be seen that the new unsuper-

vised method results in the same performance as supervised adaptation in speech recognition task.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we introduced the notion of entropy
stability and presented a new criterion for unsupervised adaptation which combines conditional entropy minimization with entropy stability. The entropy stability criterion helps in selecting parameter
settings which correspond to stable decision boundaries. Entropy minimization on the other hand tends
to push decision boundaries into sparse regions of
the input distributions. We show that combining
the two criterion helps to improve unsupervised parameter adaptation in real world scenario where
class conditional distributions show significant overlap. Although conditional entropy has been previously proposed as a regularizer, to our knowledge,
the gradient of entropy (entropy-stability) has not
been used previously in the literature. We presented
experimental results where the proposed criterion
clearly outperforms entropy minimization. For the
speech recognition task presented in this paper, the
proposed unsupervised scheme results in the same
performance as the supervised technique.
As a future work, we plan to use the proposed
criterion for adapting log-linear models used in
Machine Translation, Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) and other applications. We also plan to expand linear interpolation Language Model scheme
to include history specific (context dependent)
weights.
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